
A REPORT ON REASONS WHY PEOPLE CHOOSE DANGEROUS JOBS

Why People Choose To Do Dangerous Jobs (Author's Name) (Institution Affiliation) The modern society dictates people
to do different kinds of jobs in order to.

Housing, nutrition, education and cultural needs that all children have must be provided by parents at a
standard acceptable to government child protective agencies. This career involves climbing tremendous
heights with heavy equipment in tough weather conditions. Many of us are also poor at perceiving risk, or
otherwise lack the necessary understanding of a job, or the technology associated with it, to do the job safely.
Accidents are fatal when working in such a dangerous environment, especially if you are called to a
breakdown. Do any of these occupations tickle your fancy? Wikipedia states Alaskan crab fisherman have a
fatality rate of over per , workers. Although a great deal of training is given, this job has many deaths with a
rate of  For more information, please see our Advertising Policy. Some place duty, honor, and service above
their own personal safety and put their lives at risk in order to serve others. Why Work Risky Jobs? It can be
very dangerous working in the colder months and can result in fatal injuries and deaths if they happen to trip
or fall. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the anonymity of contributors, but we do
not edit essay examples prior to publication. LeRoy died doing what he loved best â€” entertaining thousands
of people at air shows. There's a problem with this paper. A couple weeks ago my wife and I were attending
an air show when we witnessed one of the stunt planes crash. As a veteran of the USAF, I can relate to the
thousands of service members facing extreme levels of personal danger on a daily basis. Did you find
something inaccurate, misleading, abusive, or otherwise problematic in this essay example? And nope, we
don't source our examples from our editing service! Emergency Medical Technician While emergency
medical technicians work to save lives; they often put themselves in life-threatening situations as they treat
and transport injured patients. The table below shows samples of risky and safe occupations. In fact, 21
percent of the workers in riskier occupations received SSDI benefits versus 12 percent from other occupations.


